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 :15/5/2/11 מועד הבחינה 

 

PART I   

A. THE SPLIT CHERRY TREE / Jess Stuart 

1. III 

2. II  

3. Pa's Attitude toward Professor Herbert changes throughout the story. At the 

beginning of the story, Pa doesn’t understand Professor Herbert's teaching 

method. After Dave breaks the cherry tree in a school trip instead of 

studying, Pa gets angry and thinks that his son is wasting his time at school. 

However, when Pa goes to school to confront Professor Herbert, his attitude 

changes. Professor Herbert teaches him about germs while he did not 

believe in things his eyes didn’t see. He realizes that teaching children about 

animals and germs is important. Pa and Professor Herbert get to know one 

another and thus Pa begins to respect him. Therefore, Pa calls Professor 

Herbert "a good man". 

4. Thinking Skill- Inferring 

Pa is an old-fashioned farmer and doesn't realize that school has changed a 

lot since he has attended it. He believes that a "person who spears the rod 

spoils the child" and indeed whips Dave whenever he fails to help on the 

farm. Professor Herbert, on the other hand, represents the values of the new 

world. He is an educated man who believes that children should not be 

given physical punishment. Therefore, I assume that they represent different 

approaches for children's education. 
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PART II  

C. THE WAVE / Morton Rhue 

10. III 

11. II  

12. Christy says that to Ben because Mr. Ross gets carried away with the Wave 

experiment. As the novel progresses we can see that both, the experiment 

and Ben get out of control and he seems to act like a monster. For example: 

Mr. Ross doesn’t end the experiment, even though the movement and its 

activities hurt pupils in school.  

13. At the beginning of the novel Laurie didn't believe that Mr. Ross will stop 

the experiment and even begged him to stop The Wave. However at the end 

of the novel she understands that only by being part of the experiment, the 

pupils really learn a lesson they would never learn in any other way. She 

realizes that and apologizes for not trusting Mr.Ross.   

14. Inferring. 

Before the wave starts, Robert is the outcast of the class and doesn't have 

any friends. He also lives under the shadow of his successful bother and it 

makes him feel unhappy with his life. When the wave starts, Robert gets the 

opportunity to be part of a group. It raises his self esteem and confidence, to 

a level that he offers to be Mr. Ross's body guard. I assume that ending this 

experiment causes Robert to lose his confidence and he return to be the 

school's loser again. 
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PART II  

15. A SUMMER'S READING / Bernard Malmud 

This quote helps me understand the short story better because both discuss 

the same theme. In "A Summer's Reading", George is described as a poor 

boy that lives in an immigrant neighborhood. He quit high school on an 

impulse when he was 16. George understands that in order to better himself 

and to achieve his life's goals, he has to pick up his education by reading 

allot of books. Although George lies about his reading at the beginning of 

the story, eventually he understands the importance of education for his 

success and he goes to the library and start reading. Bernard Malmud's 

quote describes the same idea of a struggle that leads a person to a great 

future and to become better.     

              

16. THE ENEMY / Pearl S. Buck 

 This quote helps me understand the short story better because both discuss 

the same theme. In "The Enemy", Dr. Sadao Hoki is torn between two 

loyalties. On the one hand, the loyalty to his country Japan. And on the 

other hand the loyalty to his profession as a doctor. When Dr. Sadao 

encounters a badly wounded American soldier, he had to make up his mind 

whether to let him die, and thus remain loyal to his country, or to save his 

life and remain loyal to his profession. Since the Hippocratic oath 

commands saving any life regardless of race color or religion, Dr. Sadao 

faced a serious conflict. Eventually he chooses to save the American's life. 

The quote above describes the same idea that we should just help one 

another whenever we can.   


